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Bill and the Bugman 

By Joe Labriola 

 

 Bill had finally decided to kill himself. Well, he had finally decided when to end 

his life. Today was the day – tonight more precisely, at twelve o’clock, following the 

final night of his self-perceived failed and miserable existence. 

 Today had begun no differently than any other day, and perhaps that was why he 

chose this seemingly normal Monday as his final one on Earth. Jobless, friendless, broke 

in both his wallet and heart; Bill had been ready to end it all for a while now. By this 

point, he had been “living” more days dreaming of death than those more naïve days that 

he had wasted hoping for health, livelihood, or God forbid prosperity. His time for hope 

had passed. Why delay what was coming? Bill had endured enough. He was tired of this 

world. He was tired of this life. 

 Bill awoke to a familiar setting. He blinked open his crusty eyelids to the scene of 

his shabby studio apartment layered in a golden aura from the glowing sun on the white 

window shades. It was all the same. It was just too much. Bill drew in a deep breath, 

which upon releasing slowly, coincided with a singular thought in his groggy head: 

today’s the day I die. 

 After a brief breakfast of toast, bacon, and scrambled eggs, Bill hobbled 

downstairs to check his mail slot in the dim, mold-smelling lobby. He had not bothered to 

get his mail yesterday, but since he had decided that this was his final day, he figured that 

he might as well see if there were anything left waiting for him. There were two items. 

The first was a postcard from an old friend who was living in Costa Rica for a year, 
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building houses with Habitat for Humanity. Bill examined the picture side of a white 

sand beach bordered by tropical trees and a calm blue lagoon. On the other side was a 

short message scribbled in black ink: 

 

Hey man, hope you’re feeling better. 

Call you soon.  

- Mark 

 

Bill slipped the postcard back in the mail slot. No point carrying it all the way 

upstairs or to the trashcan outside. Maybe he should have written back to his old buddy, 

but there was not much time left. Midnight was only twelve hours away. 

As if fate agreed with his plan, or perhaps simply as a universal stroke of humor, 

the other piece of mail was from the government. His expressionless eyes read the letter. 

It was his final unemployment check. He had collected the maximum amount over the 

past year and a half. His benefits were now expired. He was on his own. 

Bill’s lips twitched into a sort of fleeting half-smirk as he remembered that today 

was the first day of the month. That meant that the rent was due. Bill had about five 

dollars left in his bank account and so he was glad that his final check had come now. 

With this final gift of cash he could buy the final gift of death. 

Bill labored back upstairs to his studio apartment, sat at the skinny-legged dinner 

table, and wrote a list. He wanted to do this right, and that meant making sure that there 

was no chance of him surviving. He proofread his page of poisons: 
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“Ultimate Cocktail” 

- mini liquors 
- tylenol 
- ibuprofen 
- six month old hash brownie in top dresser drawer 
- robitussin 
- night-time nyquil 
- sugar packets 
- 151 
- red wine 
- clorox 
- gasoline 
- bleach 
- rat poison 
- purell 
- spoiled milk in fridge 
- urine 
- rubbing alcohol 
- neosporin 
- fluoride 

 

 After reading his list several times, Bill searched the apartment for these 

ingredients. He found most of them, including Kool-Aid drink powder mix and 

Kleenex Anti-Viral tissues to add to his death brew that he would make tonight after 

dinner. He left everything out on the kitchen counter for later preparation. 

  

Bill limped out into the world one last time at around one o’clock. He always had 

trouble walking on his prosthetic left leg, but he did not mind making the effort today. 

Everything had gone wrong this past year. First, the accident – his tumble off of his 

friend’s trampoline. What had begun as just a broken ankle soon grew infected. Within a 

month, his left leg from his knee down had been amputated and he was fitted with a 

plastic attachment. He had never cared enough to learn to walk correctly on it. 
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Then his girlfriend of four years, Faith, dumped him. Not that he blamed her. 

Who would want to stick around with a broke and jobless cripple? After the accident, 

their dream to climb mount Kilimanjaro together had been cut off – now just a distant 

delusion of warmer days. It was not her fault. It was not anyone’s fault. It was just how 

things had happened. It was just how things were. 

Bill cashed his check at the bank. The teller handed him three-hundred-and-thirty-

three dollars and sixty-six cents. Bill went to the liquor store for a bottle of red wine, a 

bottle of 151, and a handful of mini-liquors. He then headed to CVS to buy robitussin and 

Nyquil. His final trip was to the grocery store where he bought a Momma’s Homemade 

microwaveable pizza for dinner. 

The rest of the day was spent at home either on the phone or preparing his death 

note. Bill wanted to get his goodbyes out of the way. Of course nobody whom he spoke 

with that day knew that he was planning to end his life; which was good. He did not want 

to deal with their phony concerns and suicide prevention lectures. It was just nice to 

speak to some people one last time – some old friends, uncle Anthony; and last of all, his 

parents. Mom and dad were both thrilled to hear that he had gone out today. He had not 

left his apartment in weeks, after all. Not even with his new prosthetic shin and foot. 

They were glad to hear that he was at least giving it a try. They had been worried about 

him. 

He did not bother to call Faith. 

Bill almost chuckled while he sat at his dining table and thought about whom he 

should leave his fake half-limb to. It was not a thought with any serious intention behind 

it, not really, but he did have to figure who would get his meager possessions. He did not 
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have a formal will, so this message would have to suffice. After crumbling up several 

hand-written drafts, he nodded after rereading his final version: 

 

Dear reader, 

I am leaving you this message as my will. All of my possessions, along 

with my remaining cash, is hereby gifted to the finder of this will. May you have a 

better life with them than I did. 

 

 Bill signed his name in script below his brief note before adding a final sentence 

at the bottom of the page: 

 

God doesn’t give a shit about how much you may or may not love him. 

 

 Bill began concocting his death-drink in the blender; first, mushing the pills and 

other solids with a wooden spoon; and then pouring in the liquids. He started with the 

thicker formulas of purell and Neosporin, and then added the alcohols and chemicals. He 

pressed the blender lid on and pushed the power button to grind up the sordid cocktail. 

The formula puréed after only a few swirling seconds. Bill popped off the lid and bent 

down to sniff his goopy gray concoction. It smelt like ripe vinegar and chemical cleaner. 

That should do the trick. He put the tepid goop in the fridge to chill. 

 By the time that he had finished his last supper of microwaved pizza, it was nearly 

nine o’clock. Bill took his time deciding which clothes to die in. He chose comfort over 
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class. Who the hell would want to die in a suit jacket and tailored pants? So cliché. His 

blue cargo shorts and Led Zeppelin tee shirt seemed much more fitting for his end. 

 For the next couple of hours, he read a book of short stories that he had found 

while skimming his dusty bookshelf. The collection titled, Ficciones by Jorge Luis 

Borges was an enjoyable last read. Bill particularly enjoyed one story named “Garden of 

the Forking Paths.” It was about how every possible reality exists within an infinite 

number of alternate universes. Each action in your life leads you along another one of 

these “forking paths”, but all of the others outcomes still happen somewhere. Bill liked 

this story. If its philosophical theory were correct, then that meant there was an alterverse 

out there where he was the president. Another reality had him enjoying the life as a 

famous Hollywood actor. In one world, he was standing proudly on top of Mount 

Kilimanjaro, his arm wrapped around Faith. And of course, there was a nearly 

uncountable quantity of lives where he was destitute, alone, and about to die like he was 

now. 

 It was time. 

 Eleven fifty-five. Bill went to the fridge, took out the blended death cocktail, and 

poured it into an old plastic Slurpee cup. He turned off all of the lights in his studio 

except for the lamp on the nightstand next to his digital clock. He returned to his bed, 

sitting with his super Slurpee in his hand. Eleven fifty-seven. Bill noticed something 

shining on the floor, peaking out from underneath the cracked bedframe. He bent down 

and rolled out a can of Raid insecticide. There was red colored text on the side that read: 

WARNING. FOR INSECTS ONLY. HUMAN INGESTION MAY BE FATAL.  
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Bill looked from the can, to the drink, then to the digital clock. Eleven fifty-eight. 

He shrugged. Can’t hurt, he thought, shaking the bottle and spraying the top of his 

cocktail. 

He tossed the can back on the floor, swung his legs up on the bed, and unhooked 

his prosthetic limb. He tossed that on the floor too. No need for that where he was going. 

Eleven fifty-nine. 

Any second now. 

This was it. This was really it. 

The last minute of his sorry life. 

Bill was surprised at how calm, how ready he felt despite these final fleeting 

heartbeats. He stared at the clock next to him. And then: 

 

12:00 

 

Bill looked up, glanced around at his pale and shadowy studio apartment, and 

then without further hesitation chugged the 16-ounce concoction of death. 

By the time he finished his tasteless drink, his vision was already spotting as if he 

were about to faint. Bill relaxed back into his pillow, which almost instantly faded from 

his feeling. He closed his eyes and after a few breaths his body began to float above the 

bed – at least that was what he felt was happening. He tried to open his eyes but he had 

lost all control over his extremities. He felt warm. This was it. This was finally it. He 

could see it. A white light expanded across his thoughts. Bill would have smiled if he 

could have. After all of these wasted years, he was finally leaving this sorry life. 
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This was really the end of it all – all his pain, and suffering, and loss; his 

disappointments and depression. Now, he could relax for all eternity. 

The white light consumed him. 

 

  

 

He had no idea how long he was gone for, but the next thing he sensed was its 

slow breathing – that deep, dark rasp. 

When Bill opened his eyes, he instantly wished that he had kept them closed 

forever instead. 

It took him some timeless breaths to comprehend what he was looking at. The 

creature stood in front of his bed, only vaguely lit by the shaded lamp on his nightstand. 

At first, Bill just stared at the surreal being. The humanoid figure was taller than Bill, 

even with its hunched back and shoulders bent forward. Its skin was dark, and crawling 

with…bugs. Thousands of them. As Bill stared for longer, he realized that the entire 

creature was made out of bugs – the shifting moths forming a skin-like casing which let 

him view fluttering glimpses of the thing’s inner workings: squirming worms for tendons, 

ants flowing like blood, hard-shelled beetles as bones. Its head was an oval bulk of 

buzzing bees, with green fireflies clustered as eyes. Tiny flies bounced all over the 

creature’s body like they would have on a heap of warm garbage. 

Bill noticed his heavy breathing and rapidly beating heart. He barely had the 

strength to finally glance over at the clock next to his bed, which simply displayed: 
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00:00 

 

 He looked back at the hideous thing just standing there a few feet from the bottom 

of his bed; breathing deep, slow breaths. 

 Bill drew in a deep breath. “Who…?” he began to speak, but failed. “What…?” 

 The creature grunted a few dark chuckles. “Welcome,” it spoke in human voice, 

though the lowest one Bill had ever heard. 

 Bill tried to ask, ‘Who?’, but his lips worked silently. 

 “Do not be afraid,” it said as its body squirmed in place. “Fear has no place here.” 

 Bill just kept staring. He glanced at the clock, which still displayed all zeros. 

Looking back at the creature, he finally willed the strength to ask, “Who are you?” 

 The thing’s red larvae lips smirked through the shadows. “I have no name, but if 

you must brand me one, you may call me the Bugman.” 

 “Wha…what do you want?” Only now did Bill think to try to move, to run, or at 

least crawl away, but his limbs were limp, lifeless. “My…my arms…” he expressed his 

vain struggle. 

 “You have lost that luxury.” 

 “W-what?” 

 “Your gift of life – you have surrendered that freedom.” 

 “Wha-what do you want from me?” 

 “I want nothing from you. I am only here to tell you your fate.” 

 “My what?” 

 “Your doom. Is your name Bill?” 
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 “Y-yes…” 

 “And did you try to end your life on this night?” 

 “I…yes.” 

 “Then you are now doomed to live the lives of all those bugs you have killed 

while you lived.” 

 “The what?” 

 “You have murdered thousands, tens of thousands of bugs throughout your life. 

Most were killed unbeknownst to you, as you went about your daily routines, but to those 

who were lost, their play in the world was ended.” 

 “Murdered? I never killed anyone.” 

 “You do not feel like you ever killed anyone. But to them, their lives were ended 

by you, almost always without any regard for their loss. Everyday another ant was 

crushed under your careless steps. Think. All of those years you mowed the grass for, 

grouchily grunting to yourself that you rather be gawking at women on the beach, while 

thousands of small, defenseless insects were sucked up and minced by giant, swirling 

blades. Every fly you swatted and spider you crushed. Every snail your car tires smushed. 

Every roach you sprayed. All lost without any regard for their loss.” 

 “I-” 

 “You were ignorant of your crimes. Even now, you still cannot understand the 

suffering you have inflicted on such weak, helpless beings.” 

 Bill blinked. Was this real? Was any of this really happening? The clock still read 

zeros. 

 “But I…I didn’t know…” 
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 “You forgot,” the Bugman said. “You lost sight of your gift – the gift of life; the 

gift of freedom while so many others were so less blessed – and for that, you must pay; 

you must suffer.” 

 “Wha-what are you going to do to me?” 

 The Bugman smiled again. “I will not do anything to you – you have already done 

it to yourself.” 

 “What?” 

 The Bugman did not answer. Instead, its pink smile stretched wider as a bright 

white light appeared out from behind its head and started expanding. As the light grew, 

Bill could see the hideous thing’s body with increased clarity. The Bugman still did not 

speak. It just stood there, smiling as if its words had served some justice. Bill shut his 

eyelids as the light brightened, but there was no escape. The white glow entered into his 

body, his soul, consuming him as his being vaporized from this world forever. 

 

 

 

 Bill would not recognize himself for a very long time – many hundreds of years, 

in fact. He started out as nothing more than a fly; small, insignificant, functioning more 

on instinct than on any sort of thought, care, or hope. He barely noticed when he was 

smashed by a child’s hand against the young human’s other arm. After the white light had 

consumed him again, and he returned to the darkness for a while, he was reborn, this time 

as a moth. He was smashed again, and again he was sent to the senseless blackness before 

being reborn through the glowing light. Sometimes he was a worm eating graveyard 
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brains. Other times a bee, part of a buzzing hive. But every life he lived ended with an 

unfortunate death by the hand, foot, or machine of an often-unaware and always-uncaring 

giant. And every time he died, he would gain a little better understanding of his state. In 

the darkness between the lights of life, he was growing with each death, and with this 

growth, his consciousness increased in both worlds. 

 This increased awareness turned out to be more of a plague than a gift. While at 

first, he barely felt the sting of death and loss, as his thoughts coalesced, he realized his 

limits; his impending dooms as different bugs. But in the darkness he was stronger; his 

form was building. Each life he suffered was woven into this physical being. He grew 

arms and legs, a face and eyes. By the time he had reached his last bug life, a mere 

cockroach, he was fully conscious of his state in both realms. He welcomed the grouchy 

old man’s shoe that came down on him like a mountain. He was ready for the end. 

 Bill experienced the white light once more before returning in his insect-meshed 

form, having lived the lives of all those he had slaughtered. He now stood, with his 

hunched back and shoulders at the foot of an empty bed in a room not much different 

than his had looked like during his past human life. The clock on the nightstand read: 

 

11:59 

 

 Bill waited patiently, smiling the whole time, ready to bug the next man whose 

last day had finally come. 


